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To use non-fiction texts to research Grace Darling

  
 

Spring 2. Year 2. Islands 

 YEAR 2 

AUTUMN TERM  1st half 2014 

Maths.Count in steps of 2, 5, 10 and 3. 

Maths.To recognise place value of 2 and 

3 digit numbers compare and order 

these numbers using < > or =. 

To add and subtract 2 digit numbers 

and multiply and divide, recognising that 

multiplication can be done in any order. 

To find, recognise and measure 

½,1/4,3/4 of length. Measure volume 

,length and mass. Recognise 2D/3D 

shapes.  Money and change. 

English 

Read a range of fiction and non-fiction texts 

and use these as a basis for writing.  

To research Grace Darling, using non-fiction 

texts. 

To describe characters from story books by 

writing so-ordination and sub-ordination 

sentences. 

To sequence and re-tell a story. 

To write a book review. 

To be able to identify features of a character 

profile and write our own. 

To learn the features of a postcard and write 

a postcard. 

To re-tell the Easter story in sections each 

time from a different point of view. 

To create a glossary of Easter traditions. 

Computing 

Remind children of E-safety. 

Program BEE-BOTS to move around specific 

spaces. Follow and provide instructions. 

Design an island on a grid for BEE-BOT to travel 

around. Understand how algorithms are used on 

digital devices. 

Science 

To learn the life cycle of a 

frog. 

To learn the life cycle of a 

human. 

To describe what humans and 

animals need to survive. 

 

 

PE Sports Coach every 2 weeks. (Tuesdays) 

Games- Throwing, competitive games, marking. 

History, Geography and RE. 

Learn about Grace Darling. 

Describe features of an island, physical and 

human features. Compare jobs and transport in 

different locations, 

Recognise facilities that a town, village and city 

have. 

Compare different islands across the UK. 

Look at different celebrations in different 

religions.  Learn about Palm Sunday and Easter. 

Story. 
Music To use percussion 

instruments to make pieces of 

music for parts of a story.  

Art and DT 

Use different paint packages in IT. 

Mix paint to create all of the secondary colours. 

Create brown with paint. 

Build an island in groups and consider if a 

lighthouse is needed. 

Join components in different ways to make 

Easter baskets. 


